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Executive summary 

Representing 15% of the manufacturing industry in Belgium and the Netherlands, the chemical 

industry is an important contributor to the economies of both countries and an area of relative 

strength within Europe. The ARA-cluster (Antwerp--Rotterdam-Area), the 3rd largest chemical 

cluster in the world, has a competitive advantage within Europe through its level of integration, 

central location and good infrastructure. As a result, Belgium and the Netherlands realize an above-

average per capita production of chemicals and their chemical industry shows a larger value added 

per employee than other industries. 

Over the past years, the ARA-cluster and Europe in general have witnessed investment leakage to 

other regions as a result of lower market growth and a deteriorating relative cost position; this trend 

is expected to accelerate over the coming 5 to 10 years.  

 As the industry is growing slower in Europe vs. other regions, it is driving lower demand 

growth for chemicals and hence lower need for additional investments. 

 A “supply shock” in gas markets as a result of North American shale gas development has 

decoupled oil and gas prices in North America. This region now benefits from all-time low 

feedstock and energy costs, the two most important items in the cost structure of many 

base and specialty chemicals, before labour cost and logistics. 

 In addition, European energy policy is locking in renewable technologies today at high 

investment costs, increasing further the total cost of energy 

 EU and ARA production are now at a cost disadvantage of 5-60%, depending on the product; 

for some products, such as polyethylene, the landed cost of North-American production 

shipped to Europe is estimated to be 25% cheaper than local European production. 

 While future price developments are inherently uncertain, it is unlikely for the cost position 

to invert on the short term, though the gap may narrow, depending on EU and member 

state energy and climate policies. 

 As a result, new capital investments in Europe have stalled on average (0% p.a.) in the period 

2006-2012; relative to European average, ARA cluster has done better (+6% p.a.), though 

significantly below US (+11% p.a.).  

 Additional announced capacity investments and R&D expenditures are mainly targeting 

North America; as a result, the investment leakage from Europe towards North-America is 

expected to continue with a US capital spending growth of +5% p.a. in US vs. +0% p.a. in EU. 

 Without measures, ARA is expected to miss out on growth opportunity of €22B in turnover 

and 7,000 jobs by 2020. 

These developments paint some uncertainties for the further growth of chemical industry in Europe, 

but there are actions that ARA policy makers can make and European positions they can take 

together to influence the future outcome and steer towards an deeper anchorage of the chemical 

sector in the ARA-cluster.   
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The ARA policy makers can act by: 

 Improving the cost position of the chemical industry by keeping to take responsibility in an 

active industrial minded policy on cost pass-through in energy prices of unilateral climate 

decisions as they do today. In an objective review of the future energy mix, one must 

consider total system costs and common opportunities; 

 Increasing the attractiveness of the ARA-cluster as an investment area by going for a 

common strategy on markets and security of supply (optimising interconnectivity, demand 

side response and sharing responsibilities on security of supply), going for a common 

strategy on renewables by (e.g. a common knowledge on appropriate support), emphasizing 

strengths (education and infrastructure) and improving weaknesses (labour cost)  

 Actively fostering innovation by focusing on key sectors in the cluster and the main 

challenges of the future (e.g. energy technology, storage, feedstock diversification …) and 

balancing legal and regulatory requirements between risk control and allowing room for 

breakthrough innovations by reducing unnecessary bureaucracy (red tape) and avoiding 

national add-ons to European regulations.  

As many of the input costs are driven by European decisions, ARA policy makers should advocate in 

EU a coherent European policy by adopting an industrial growth target next to the carbon reduction 

ambition to create a positive investment climate since investments make significant energy 

efficiency improvements possible. European actions can improve investment climate by: 

 Decreasing the price gap with the US by introducing an active industrial minded policy on 

cost pass-through in energy prices of unilateral climate decisions, diversifying gas supply and 

improving security of supply by exploring the potential of shale gas, pipeline networks and 

increasing LNG import; 

 Developing a coherent energy policy by making energy a European responsibility (including 

future energy mix, security of supply and energy prices), evaluating the cost impact for 

society of current and future climate and energy policies in comparison with other 

economically relevant regions,  and reforming the European electricity market model to 

regain investment confidence; 

 Creating a win-win situation for climate & industry by refocusing the climate change 

strategy from a high prices and production oriented strategy to an innovation and 

consumption based strategy and by reforming the emission trade scheme, taking into 

account the differences between power and manufacturing sector, into an incentivising 

instrument allowing growth for sustainable production in Europe. 

Possible opportunities for the chemical industry: 

 Improving the cost position of chemical companies by continuously improving energy and 

resource efficiency (e.g. optimising production processes, diversifying resources...) 

 Increasing integration of the chemical industry within the cluster and across sectors: 

increasing collaboration between chemical companies in terms of raw materials, steam and 

residual heat exchange, intensifying collaboration across industries (e.g. horticulture) and 

with universities to capture synergies and to fuel innovations; 
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 Capturing low carbon opportunities by taking along the low carbon European economy 

ambition in innovation in order to even increase chemicals’ contribution in products that 

allow reducing emissions and consumption of energy in households, transport, … 

All previous actions contribute to improving the position of the chemical industry in the ARA-cluster, 

bringing the investment framework to a level that is closer to North America and Middle-East.  A 

strong collaboration between the Dutch and Flemish governments, if possible extended to 

Nordrhein-Westfalen to complete the Western-European chemical axe, will be key in designing 

future-oriented energy and climate policies at national and European scale that can empower one of 

the biggest chemical clusters in the world.  
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Context 

There is a growing concern that the investment climate for the chemical industry in EU is 

deteriorating relative to other regions, incl. US, Asia, Japan and Middle East. It was therefore decided 

at the 2nd Flemish-Dutch Summit in October 2013 to develop a joint strategy to support the further 

development of the chemical industry in the Antwerp-Rotterdam-(Rhine-Ruhr)-Area. In this context, 

essenscia and VNCI were asked to detail further the challenges of the industry with focus on climate 

& energy, security of supply, energy mix and climate objectives after 2020 and formulate 

recommendations for the future. The in-depth analysis of the investment leakage was performed by 

Bain and Company for the chemical industry excl. the plastic converters and pharmaceutical sector 

for the ARA-cluster (Belgium/Netherlands).   

The content of this report puts together the mapping of: 

 The differences in the investment framework in EU vs. other regions, 

 The evolution of  the investment drivers and the implications on the chemical industry, 

 The implications of the above-described evolutions on the value chain of the industry in the 

ARA region, incl. import/export of feedstock, end products and intermediates. 

The recommendations for a competitive chemical ARA-cluster are the view of essenscia and VNCI.   
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1 Introduction to the ARA-cluster 

1.1 The importance of the chemical industry in the ARA-cluster to the 

economy 

The chemical industry in the ARA-cluster (Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp) is an important 
contributor to the economies of both Belgium and the Netherlands and an area of relative strength 
within Europe. In terms of value added the chemical industry represents 15% of the manufacturing 
industry in the ARA-countries, compared to 7% in Europe (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Industry value added from chemicals and other industry as a % of total economy for ARA-cluster and Europe

 

The chemical industry has, next to oil refinery, the highest value add per employee (Figure 2) in both 
countries. 

Figure 2: Value add per employee for different manufacturing industries in ARA-cluster 
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The ARA-cluster is very important in the global chemical industry and is the 3rd largest chemical 

cluster in the world behind Houston and Jubaïl in terms of total production capacity. The result is an 

above-average sales of chemicals per capita in ARA-cluster compared to other European countries 

(Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Importance of the ARA-cluster in the world and Europe 

 

 

1.2 The chemical value chain in the ARA-cluster 

The ARA-cluster is strongly integrated and very extensive compared to other clusters in Europe, as 

can be demonstrated by the fact that almost every chemical component is manufactured in ARA 

(Figure 4). This high integration results in a competitive advantage of the cluster as it creates cost 

advantage through win-win cooperation across the value chain.  
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Figure 4: Chemical products produced in the ARA-cluster 

 

 

In addition to the high integration, the seaports and the extensive pipeline network are two other 

important reasons to explain the success of the ARA-cluster. 50% of the EU cargo traffic of major sea 

ports passes through the ARA-cluster, which makes this area very attractive for chemical activities. 

The pipeline network strengthens the interconnection of the different chemical companies present 

(Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Importance of seaports and pipeline network for the ARA-cluster 
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Within the ARA-cluster €81B chemical products are produced in 2011, which create €15B value 

added and 90,000 direct jobs in the chemical industry. In addition, it is estimated that 144,000 

indirect jobs1 rely on the existence of the chemical industry in the cluster. The plastic converters, 

pharmaceutical and life science industry, closely linked with the chemical industry, represent around 

90,000 direct jobs in the ARA-cluster.  

The share of the different chemical categories varies across production value, value added and 

employment (Figure 6). Yet, organic and inorganic base chemicals and intermediates represent >30% 

in all metrics. Specialty chemicals increase in importance when looking at value added (30%) and 

especially employment (43%) as they are more labour intensive. Polymers and plastics are derived 

from the organic base chemicals and represent the remaining 20-25%.  

Figure 6: Production value, value added and employment for the chemical industry in the ARA-cluster 

 

 

An overview of the value chain for chemical products in the ARA-cluster is shown on Figure 7. 

Ammonia is based on natural gas, while all the other building blocks (ethylene, propylene …) are 

mainly based on naphtha (oil). The chemical products made with these basic building blocks end up 

in a variety of different final products. 

                                                           
1
 Factor 1.64, source: Econopolis based on data from INR (Instituut voor de Nationale Rekeningen)  
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Figure 7: Simplified value chain overview of the chemical industry 

 

 

1.3 Contribution of the chemical industry to sustainability 

Within the diversity of chemical products, many applications stimulate the reduction of CO2-

emissions in other sectors. Out of the manufactured products, insulation and fertilizer and crop 

protection are the main contributors to greenhouse gas abatement, as shown in Figure 8. All 

measures worldwide represent a CO2 reduction that exceeds the yearly EU-27 GHG-emissions.  
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Figure 8: Net abatement volume potential per chemical application 

 

 

Innovation in products and processes reinforces the competitive position of an industry and is 

strongly linked with sustainability. Many efforts in improving the energy efficiency of the chemical 

industry have already been made. The specific energy consumption (per volume produced) of the 

cluster has reduced by over 40% between 2003 and 2011, whereas the production index has risen in 

the same proportions (Figure 9).  

Figure 9: Evolution of energy consumption and production in Belgium and Netherlands 

 

 

In general, chemical industry in Western Europe has a significant lower CO2 intensity compared to 

other regions as show by McKinsey in 2009 (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Carbon intensity of chemical industry by region (Source: ICCA, Innovations for Greenhouse Gas Reductions, 
McKinsey, 2009) 

 

 

1.4 Cooperation on innovation 

Different initiatives with a focus on innovation have risen in ARA. In Flanders, FISCH (Flanders 

Innovation hub for Sustainable Chemistry) is currently developing an action plan of the chemical 

industry by joining forces with research institutes to set up new chemical value chains based on a 

sustainability approach. It will be realized in an open innovation, in consortia of several companies 

and focuses on fast valorisation of existing developed concepts. The aim of this supporting structure 

is to set up a base condition to find those concepts, to bring the right partners together in projects 

that are able to initiate and valorise the value chain. 

3 strategic themes are addressed:  

 Research and development for the conversion of CO2 into economic viable molecules 
(Feedstock side) 

 Research and development of new aromatic molecules from biomass (Biorefinery side) 

 Implementation of new chemical components into polymers and other products for the final 
creation of more performing and sustainable end products (Product side) 

 

The Dutch Chemistry Board has recently published a transition plan to refocus the innovation power 

of the sector. A new research, development and innovation programme will be utilising the 

strengths of the Dutch chemical sector in partnership with other industrial sectors to tackle the big 

societal challenges, health, food, energy, transport and climate. Four main areas of chemical 

technology strengths will be opened for programmes towards these challenges: 

 Advanced materials  

 Chemical micro- and nanotechnology and devices  

 Conversion technology, separation technology and chemical synthesis  

 Chemistry of life 

All four themes will contain segments of biobased economy and process technology that will be 

interlinked as cross-sectorial themes.  
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Next, cross-border collaboration for innovation is also taking place between Flanders, the 

Netherlands and the German State of North Rhine-Westphalia. The Bio Innovation Growth mega 

Cluster (BIG-C) is a smart specialization initiative aiming at transforming the Antwerp-Rotterdam-

Rhine-Ruhr (ARRR) cluster, into the global leader of biobased innovation growth. Building on existing 

national and regional strengths and biobased initiatives, the mission of BIG-C is to stimulate bio-

economic development in the industrial mega cluster in a comprehensive way – not only with a 

regional but with a European and worldwide reach. 

 BIG-C aims to realize value chains, starting from renewable feedstock via building blocks to 

polymers or materials for consumer products. This will be achieved by consortia of companies that 

cover the entire value chain and the inclusion of some of the best ranked universities in the field of 

biobased science and bioprocess and agricultural engineering. The realisation of the value chain is 

reflected in the feedstock level, the conversion to basic building block level, and the use of these 

blocks in polymer or material production (including blending and product design). However, a smart 

specialisation plan will only be successful if the last step, the consumer product, is integral part of 

the ambitions. It allows innovation to be fully implemented and create added value.   
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2 Challenges and outlook for the chemical industry 

2.1 Methodology and overview 

The chemical industry has been confronted with several external changes in the last decade, such as 

the lower market growth vs. other regions, the exploration of shale gas in the US, the European 

energy and climate policy and the decision in multiple countries to phase out nuclear power. All 

these factors have had an impact on the financial drivers and risks for the chemical industry. Next to 

the proximity to the end market, and hence, local GDP growth, the most important financial drivers 

to the chemical industry are feedstock, electricity and labour cost. Together with legal, social and 

economic risk factors, these are the drivers behind investment decisions of chemical companies. The 

location of their R&D and capital investments will in turn influence the chemical industry growth of 

each region in terms of production value, value added, trade flow and employment (Figure 11).  

Figure 11: Chemical growth main levers and indicators 

 

 

To quantify the competitiveness of Europe, the relative level of investment and its root causes, these 

different parameters have been analysed and compared for several important chemical regions 

(ARA, Europe, US, Japan, Asia-Pacific and Middle-East) within the scope of this report (Figure 12). 

The market growth and hence growth in demand for chemical products, is mainly located in Asia-

Pacific and the Middle-East and less in Europe and the US.  

The cost of basic organic chemical products is mainly driven by feedstock (derived from natural gas 

and oil) and electricity prices. Natural gas and electricity prices are lower for the US and the Middle-

East compared to other regions due to the exploration of shale gas and the abundant availability of 

natural gas respectively. The resulting spot prices for ethane, ethylene, propylene and butadiene 

reflect these cost differences, with a clear advantage for the US and the Middle-East vs. Europe. 
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Asia-Pacific and the Middle-East have a lower labour cost per hour worked, but the US and European 

employees have a higher productivity. However, the higher productivity in EU only partially 

compensates the labour cost difference. This leads to a labour advantage for Asia-Pacific, Middle-

East and the US compared to EU and Japan. The labour cost differences have less impact for base 

chemicals, in comparison with specialty chemicals that are more labour intensive to produce.  

On the different legal, social and economic risk parameters the US, Japan and Europe have an 

advantage compared to Asia-Pacific and the Middle-East. In addition, the ARA-cluster and the US 

have a better infrastructure and higher education level compared to the other regions. Finally, 

cluster integration is a strong competitive advantage for the ARA-cluster, being the third largest in 

the world. 

Based on the historic evolution and future outlook of those financial drivers and risks, chemical 

companies have been and are directing their capital investments more to Asia-Pacific, the Middle-

East and the US and relatively less to Europe. While investments in Asia-Pacific can be explained by 

higher local market growth, investments in Middle-East and US were clearly driven by the lower 

feedstock and electricity prices. Europe on the other hand has been confronted with low local 

market growth combined with high electricity, feedstock and labour price as a result of its 

dependence on higher-priced oil and gas as well as additional costs stemming from policy decisions. 

EU and ARA production is currently at a cost disadvantage of 5-60%, depending on the product. For 

some products, such as polyethylene, the landed cost of US production shipped to Europe is 

estimated to be 25% cheaper than local European production. 

The growth in R&D and capital expenditure is very high in Asia-Pacific. The chemical R&D and capital 

expenditure in the US has been growing as well, but at a lower rate compared to Asia-Pacific.  

The ARA-cluster has performed better compared to Europe in terms of R&D and capital expenditure 

because of their better infrastructure, higher education level and integration of the chemical 

industry.  

The numbers of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is growing strongly in the US and Middle-East, 

giving an indication of the attractiveness of a region. 
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Figure 12: Key parameters in the chemical industry for different regions   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The historical evolution and current status of the key parameters, shown on Figure 12, will be 

discussed in more detail in the first section. In the second section an outlook is made for the 

selected key parameters and the historical and future chemical investment decisions by region will 

be analysed in detail in the last section.  

31

Summary of selected parameters

EU US APAC JP ME

Key parameters

A. Market growth (%) 7% 5% 6% 20% 4% 14%

B. Cost

• Natural Gas  ($/MMBtu) 10.63 10.63 4.34 15.25 15.7

• Electricity (€/kWh) 0.11 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.14 0.04

• Labour productivity (GDP/hour)

• Labour cost ($/hour)

61 50 67 44

48 33 36 39

• Ethane spot price (K$/ton) 0.70 0.70 0.19 0.59

• Ethylene spot price (K$/ton) 1.64 1.64 1.01 1.44 1.40 1.3

• Propylene spot price (K$/ton) 1.49 1.49 1.48 1.40 1.37 1.25

• Butadiene spot price (K$/ton) 1.17 1.17 1.10 1.56 1.52

C. Risk (-)

• Infrastructure (-)

• Education level (-)

• Cluster integration (-)

Investment decisions

• Investment (abs CAGR) 6% 0% 11% 30% 5%

• Investment (% of rev.) 3% 3% 6% 14% 5%

• R&D (abs CAGR) 3% 2% 3% 23%

• # of M&A (CAGR) -2% -2% 8% -1% -7% 16%

EU US APAC JP MEARA

Note : Feedstock prices from 2013 Q4 ; Investments from 2012 ; R&D CAGR (’00-’10) ; Electricity prices (2012) ; Natural gas (M8 2013); Market growth based on 2003-2013; Same 

feedstock prices assumed for ARA as for EU

Source:  Nexant; EIU, WEF, Global Insight, Bloomberg; Litsearch; Expert invterviews

Competitive 

advantage

Competitive 

disadvantage
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2.2 Recent challenges for the European chemical industry and root causes 

2.2.1 Market growth of the chemical industry 

The chemical industry has historically outgrown GDP in all geographies (Figure 13). However, there is 

a lower growth of the chemical industry in Europe and the ARA region vs. the rest of the world. This 

is partly explained by the GDP growth in these regions, which has lagged vs. the rest of the world. 

However, the lower growth of chemicals in Europe vs. the world is not fully attributable to 

differences in economic growth though. Within Europe, the chemical growth in the ARA-cluster is 

higher (7% vs. 6% p.a.) during the period 2003-2013.  

Figure 13: Chemical and GDP growth for the world, Europe and the ARA-cluster 

 

 

2.2.2 Cost drivers for the chemical industry 

The production cost of chemicals is mainly driven by three different parameters: 

 Feedstock cost, 

 Energy cost, 

 Labour cost. 

Basic chemical products and plastics are mainly driven by feedstock and energy cost. Labour cost 

gains importance for specialty chemicals, because of the smaller volume produced and higher labour 

intensity. 

2.2.2.1 Price differences for feedstock 

Feedstock (i.e. raw material) is mainly composed of natural gas or oil. The primary route towards 

base organic chemicals in Europe is based on naphtha (derived from oil), which results in a broad 

variety of chemical building blocks (Figure 14). In the US, the primary route is based on natural gas 

and ethane, a Natural Gas Liquid (NGL) found in both conventional gas and shale gas, which leads to 

a more focused output, with ethylene (80%) as main product. 
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Figure 14: Output difference between ethane and naphtha cracker 

 

 

Until 2008, the prices of natural gas were contractually coupled to the oil price in all regions, in 

function of the cost per energy unit. As from 2009 however, there has been an increasing supply of 

natural gas in the US because of the discovery and exploration of shale gas. Due to the oversupply 

and the high liquidity of the market, the price began to decrease and natural gas became completely 

independent of oil. In Japan and Europe on the other hand, there has not been a supply shock due to 

shale gas and although partly decoupled, natural gas price continues to follow the oil price tendency 

and does not reflect the increased supply yet (Figure 15).  

Figure 15: Natural gas & oil prices evolution 
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As shale gas contains a higher amount of Natural Gas Liquids (NGLs), including ethane, propane and 

butane, compared to conventional sources of natural gas, there has not only been an oversupply of 

natural gas but also for these NGLs, which caused these prices to decouple as well. The price 

difference is biggest for ethane, because it is the main component of NGLs (Figure 16).  

Figure 16: Price evolution of natural gas, ethane, propane and butane in different regions 

 

 

As a result, the price of gas and feedstock have started to diverge across regions, driving at the same 

time lower energy costs and lower feedstock costs in North America vs. Europe and Japan. This 

decreases the overall cost competitiveness of the latter regions. 

2.2.2.2 Price differences for electricity 

Industrial electricity prices are higher in Europe than in North America or Middle East and have 

grown faster (+4% vs. 2% p.a.) (Figure 17), driven by higher gas prices and by EU climate and energy 

policy which has focused more on the prevention of climate change than on supply cost and security 

of supply.  
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Figure 17: Industrial electricity price evolution for different regions 

  

 

The EU 2020 climate policy measures as described in the insert below have led, together with the 

soaring gas price, to a gap between the European and US electricity prices. This has resulted in a 

current industrial electricity price in the US (5€ct/kWh) that is half of the current price in Europe 

(12€ct/kWh) (Figure 17). 

 

 

 

EU 2020 climate policy framework 

The EU climate and energy 2020 targets state that Europe should decrease its greenhouse gas level 

by 20% in 2020 compared to 1990 and raising the share of EU energy consumption produced from 

renewable resources to 20% (Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not 

found.Error! Reference source not found.). In the US on the other hand there is no overarching 

legislation which contains absolute greenhouse gas limitations or binding renewable generation 

targets.  

Renewable energy policy 

In order to reach the desired share of renewable energy sources, subsidies are given to install 

renewable electricity generation, like on- and off-shore wind turbines or solar panels. The binding 

national targets for renewable energy are therefore translated into national or regional subsidy 

schemes guaranteeing the income of renewable energy producers for typically 10 to 20 years. There 

has been a clear tendency for overcompensation and focus on high cost technologies in certain 

Member States with subsidies ranging up to 140 €/MWh of support above the electricity price 

(Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found.).  
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Figure 18: Energy policies in Europe and average support levels above electricity price for renewable electricity in Europe 

 

These subsidies are primarily paid by the consumer (households and industrial consumers) on top of 

the energy price, through the transmission or distribution fees, renewable energy contributions and 

taxes. This is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found. by putting the cost for subsidies below 

the X-axis to show these are non-market driven remunerations for electricity producers. In terms of 

competitiveness of international competing industries, member states are providing tax reductions – 

ranging in the different member states from digressive reductions depending on energy-intensity to 

volume-based ceiling of the renewable contributions and taxes - to partly mitigate the high 

surcharges due to renewable energy. Both Flemish and Dutch authorities provide for digressive 

tariffs and/or exemptions on the cost-pass through of the contributions for renewable energy to 

mitigate the cost for industrial energy consumers. This mitigation is crucial in light of international 

competitiveness.  

The high focus in Europe on deployment of renewables in electricity generation is provoking already 

a historical cost burden that is 3 times higher than in the US and 8 times the renewable subsidy cost 

in China. Comparing the budget for renewables deployment in Europe with the R&D budget for 

energy technology (Error! Reference source not found.) illustrates that innovation is not at the heart 

of the current renewable policy of EU. The strategy to aim at an absolute target in renewable energy 

has so far neither led to an exceptional share of renewables in EU, nor to a cost advantage in 

comparison with other regions.  
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Figure 19: Influence of European climate policies on renewable subsidy and R&D expenditures 

 

 

European Emission Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) 

With the EU directive on emission trading in 2003, Europe introduced a cap and trade system to 

impose an absolute cap on some greenhouse gas emissions of power sector and energy intensive 

manufacturing industry. It was aimed at reducing greenhouse gases at lowest cost by means of a 

market system. For every ton emitted CO2, installations subject to EU-ETS need to hand in one 

allowance (EUA) to be compliant with the European directive. 

For the power sector, an obligatory payment of each ton of CO2 emitted is required under the EU-

ETS. The associated CO2-cost for these emissions – denominated indirect emission cost - is paid by 

the end consumer. As gas and coal, the two technologies most subject to CO2 emissions, are merely 

the marginal cost producers for electricity and hence determine the electricity price level, the 

increased price due to the CO2 emissions of the gas and coal plants is paid for every electricity 

producing installation, regardless whether it emits CO2 or not. (Error! Reference source not found.).   
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Figure 20: Price setting of electricity on a market and subsidy driven base
 

 

 

EU-ETS: A cap and trade system for manufacturing and power sector 

The EU-wide emission cap of 21% absolute emission reduction in 2020 compared to 2005 levels 

imposes a yearly reduction in available emission rights of -1.74% per year in the period 2013-2020. 

After 2020, an even steeper reduction of -2.2%/year is proposed by the Commission in light of the 

2030 Climate Package. Europe is currently the only region which imposes an absolute cap that does 

not take into account the economic activity level or a technology parameter valuing emission 

reduction potential in the field. Consequently, this absolute reduction limits the long term 

perspective in Europe for economic growth. As can be seen in Error! Reference source not found., 

CO2-emissions are highly dependent on the economic activity level, and substantial reductions of 

emissions have been realised by the manufacturing and the power sector since 1990.   
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Figure 21: Evolution of GHG emissions in Europe in power and manufacturing sector 

 
 

Carbon leakage protection 

Since manufacturing industries compete on a global scale, a disproportionate unilateral cost increase 

for production in Europe would lead to delocalisation of those industries out of Europe. EU produced 

goods would be replaced by imported goods, which would not reduce emissions linked to their 

production but would sincerely impact European economy and welfare. To avoid such ‘carbon 

leakage’, manufacturing industries can partly receive free emission rights based on historical 

production levels at the level of the top 10% best performing installations (benchmarks) in order to 

limit the cost impact of the ETS at a reasonable level.  Next to the high energy costs, these ambitious 

benchmarks are an extra incentive for industry to reduce GHG emissions since the residual CO2 

emissions on top of the 10% best installations need to be covered by purchasing emission rights.   

As described above, the costs for compliance of the power sector are charged to electricity 

consumers, including manufacturing industry. Member states can choose to compensate these costs 

in order to avoid again unwanted economic effects of unilateral climate policies on production in 

Europe. According to European guidelines, no full compensation is allowed though, even not for the 

best performing installations. Both Flemish and Dutch authorities have chosen to provide this 

compensation for indirect emissions according to the European guidelines to improve the 

competitiveness of their electro-intensive industries.  

Current design of ETS does not provide a long term growth perspective 

The yearly reducing available emission rights for industry (-1.74%/year until 2020, proposal on -

2.2%/year after 2020) is in strong contrast with the European ambition to increase its industrial base 

- currently eroded to 15% contribution of industry to BBP - up to 20% in 2020. An increase in 

industrial production will need sufficient rights to emit. On top, the yearly reduction of the carbon 

leakage protection in the current design of ETS is causing increasing costs and thus uncertainty on 

the international competitiveness of manufacturing industry in future. This will clearly not deliver 

the needed investment framework for more industry in Europe.  

GHG emissions in Europe in power and manufacturing 

sector (tCO2 ’90-’11) 

Production index and GHG emissions in Europe in 

power and manufacturing sector (indexed, ’90-’11) 
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The yearly reduction factor applied on the free allowances is a result of the absolute character of the 

reduction target and does not take into account the technical and economic potential to reduce the 

emissions, leading to a no growth signal for industry as described.  Further, the free allowances for 

manufacturing industry are based on historic production levels, not necessarily representative for 

future output levels. Also the reserve for the carbon leakage protection for new installations in ETS, 

the so-called new entrant reserve, is limited (and used for other purposes) which is an additional 

hold back for new investments in Europe. 

CO2-price 

Due to the absolute character of the cap, the CO2-price fluctuates according to economic activity 

(Error! Reference source not found.). In times of economic crisis, a decrease in CO2-price will be 

manifested due to reduced demand. In times of more economic prosperous times, CO2-price will 

rise.   

Figure 22 Evolution of market CO2 exchange price (EUA) and production index of manufacturing industries and utilities  

 

Next to the level of economic activity, there is another factor influencing the CO2-price. Subsidies 

given to the power sector in order to decarbonize, a sector subject to ETS, lead to a price decreasing 

effect. Decarbonisation through renewable electricity is currently subsidized at a level of 80-140 

€/MWh above the electricity price, which is equivalent to a CO2 price of 200-350 €/tCO2. These costs 

are paid by the consumers, with protection levels determined on Member State basis.  Especially 

since the European Commission is currently investigating the exemption schemes for environmental 

surcharges in several European countries, protection against carbon leakage by RES surcharges is 

under stress.  

2.2.2.3 Price differences for labour cost 

The left graph in Figure 23 shows the labour cost for the different regions. The ARA-cluster has a 

higher labour cost compared to US, Japan and Europe. The productivity in the ARA-cluster is 

however also higher compared to Europe and Japan, but the US has the highest productivity. 

Combining both elements, the GDP realised per hour divided by the labour cost (Unit labour cost) is 

shown on the right chart in Figure 23. The ARA-cluster has the highest unit labour cost compared to 

US, Japan and Europe. The higher productivity in the ARA-cluster does not compensate for the even 

higher labour cost compared to other regions. While base chemicals are often a highly automated 

process industry, the labour cost is a more important factor for specialty chemicals. 
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Figure 23: Labour cost and productivity in different regions 

 

 

2.2.3 Legal, social and economic risks  

Not only financials drivers are taken into account when making investment decisions; several legal, 

social and economic risks also have an influence (Figure 24). If the different regions are compared in 

terms of risks and stability, Asia-Pacific and the Middle-East have a higher risk profile compared to 

Europe, Japan and the US. This is mainly driven by investment freedom, infrastructure, legal risk and 

political stability risk. The US has the lowest risk followed by Europe and Japan. The ARA-cluster in 

specific has an advantage compared to Europe in terms of political stability, infrastructure and 

education, which makes the ARA-cluster an attractive region within Europe. 

Figure 24: Different political, legal and economic risks compared across several regions 
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2.3 Future outlook for important parameters in the chemical industry 

2.3.1 Market growth 

Future market growth in the ARA region will be a result of the demand of chemical products and the 

export and domestic market evolution in Europe. Based on extrapolations of the compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR), a future market growth of 4.1% for the chemical industry in the ARA was 

estimated. 

2.3.2 Feedstock 

Several institutes are forecasting the prices of natural gas in the US and Europe. While future price 

developments are inherently uncertain and sources vary widely, it is unlikely for the cost position to 

invert though the gap may narrow; conventional wisdom however suggests European gas prices will 

remain substantially above North American and Middle Eastern prices for the next decade. (Figure 

25). 

Figure 25: Different forecasts for natural gas price in US and Europe 

 

Forecasting the future feedstock prices is equally difficult and complex because of three highly 

variable inputs. First of all there is an uncertainty on the future prices of oil and gas, in absolute 

terms and relative to each other. Size and competitiveness of shale gas in the US, political stability in 

oil and gas supplying regions and future LNG capacity all have an impact on these variables.  

The second variable is the uncertainty of NGL (natural gas liquids including ethane, propane and 

butane) supply from shale gas. Wells vary in terms of NGL content as do the costs of extracting these 

NGLs from the shale gas. As a result, future supply is uncertain and so are the prices of ethane, 

propane & butane in the future. The uncertainty of chemical demand is the third and last variable 

which could have an influence on the future feedstock prices. 
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If all of these variables are taken into account, we can create a variety of possible scenarios as shown 

in Figure 26. The best possible scenario for Europe is demonstrated on the right side of the chart. In 

this scenario the feedstock prices in Europe are at par with the US, driven by a decrease of shale gas 

reserves in US which are economical to exploit, high global growth absorbing the additional installed 

capacity, declining oil price and lower gas prices in Europe. At the other end of the spectrum, the 

worst scenario is shown on the left side. In this scenario the current price gap with the US remains or 

even increases, because of abundant wet shale gas in the US, increasing oil prices, lowering global 

growth & increasing gas prices in Europe. These two scenarios are unlikely to happen in their 

extreme version, but the future will probably be situated somewhere in between. With the current 

technologies and developments (e.g. status of shale gas in Europe, energy policy), it is unlikely that a 

scenario would occur in which the cost position would invert to the positive side. As a result, it is 

highly likely that Europe will continue to be disadvantaged in terms of feedstock costs compared to 

the US or the Middle East. The wideness of the gap will depend on policy choices for the European 

energy and climate future. 

Figure 26: Wide variety of scenarios possible for future feedstock price difference between Europe and US 

 

 

2.3.3 Electricity 

Forecasting the future industrial electricity prices is again difficult and complex because of the 

variability of several input parameters shown on Figure 27. All of these parameters, however, show 

an upward trend for Europe and will therefore likely lead to an increased price for electricity. If the 

same parameters are analysed for the US, a more stable or slower positive trend can be observed.  
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Figure 27: Different scenarios for future electricity price in US and Europe 

 

 

One of the reasons of the stronger upward trend in the EU compared to the US is the European 

energy policy which focuses mainly on renewable electricity deployment through subsidies and 

greenhouse gas emission reduction by the European emission trading scheme (ETS) and less on 

competitiveness and security of supply. The future perspectives of the proposed EU climate are 

described in the text box below. Taking into account these parameters and their likely evolution, the 

electricity price is expected to grow between 2 and 8% p.a. in Europe and between 1 and 6% p.a. in 

the US. As a result, the electricity price is expected to continue to be higher in Europe vs. the US and 

the gap may even widen if current policy is maintained. 

Moreover, the current climate and energy policy is provoking interfering effects on security of supply 

and energy markets. The actual subsidy spiral for renewables (by renewable subsidy schemes) and 

conventional plants (by capacity remuneration plans) is a direct consequence of the policy choices as 

explained in the text box below. The further integration of the electricity market could partly 

mitigate this interfering effect and is therefore an important parameter in the development of a 

future energy policy.  In the textbox we zoom in on the interconnection Belgium-Netherlands as a 

link in the CWE grid.  
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Proposed EU 2030 policy framework 

In December 2011, the European Commission has adopted the Energy Roadmap towards 2050. The 

European Commission proposes ambition levels for the reduction of greenhouse gases by 80 to 95% 

below the levels of 1990 by 2050, based on their assumptions that the decarbonisation of Europe’s 

energy supply by 2050 is technically and economically feasible according to their impact assessment. 

Several scenarios have been analysed, going from a high renewable energy share to a low nuclear 

share. Nonetheless, the share of renewable energies in primary energy consumption by 2050 should 

rise to 40 to 60%. 

In January 2014, European Commission presented their proposal for a policy framework for climate 

and energy in the period from 2020 to 2030. The EC strategy continues the absolute and unilateral 

target policy for the reduction of the EU greenhouse gas emissions. The proposal contains an 

emission reduction target of 40% below the 1990 levels and an increase of renewable energy in 

energy consumption up to 27% by 2030. The EU-wide emission cap for the ETS-sector is proposed at 

43% absolute emission reduction level  in 2030 compared to 2005 levels, which requires an decrease 

in the yearly available emission rights of -2.2% per year (instead of the current -1,74%), leading to an 

even more stringent cap throughout the period 2020-2030 and increasing CO2-prices (Figure 28). By 

means of a market reserve system in the ETS, the availability of emission rights on the market will be 

manipulated, not on technical grounds (e.g. by modulating supply by economic activity), but on 

economic grounds, namely on supply surplus in the market. This proposal will end the fundamental 

principle of ETS to reduce emissions at the lowest cost and steer the price of CO2 to an intended 

level.  

Figure 28: Evolution of CO2-price and its effect on the EU-US cost gap of natural gas 

 

If current policy of combining ETS with a renewables target and subsidies of intermittent electricity 

sources is maintained, the cost burden, already 3 times higher in the EU vs. US, will further diverge 

with the US and other regions. This will fulfill prognoses of increased European electricity prices and 

a reduced EU industry cost position, if no EU industrial supporting policy is being decided on, in 

parallel with the climate policy. The exemptions for industry in light of a competitiveness preserving 
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cost pass through of the EU climate cost burden by Member States are currently reviewed by the EU 

Commission. The reductions on environmental taxes and contributions to finance the renewable 

subsidies are necessary in an internationally competing industry. The EC recently adopted guidelines 

attempting to harmonize the exemptions rules for environmental taxes and levies. However, they 

are not taking into account the differences of the cost burden of the subsidy systems in the member 

states and can therefore erode the possibility to preserve the international competitiveness of 

Member States’ industrial base. 

On the other hand, it should be emphasized that deployment of  immature renewable technologies 

through ETS is not an option either since this would lead up to CO2-prices of as high as 200-

300€/tCO2 which is not in line with the goal of ETS nor can it be endured by the manufacturing 

industries. In Figure 29 it is shown that CO2 abatement technologies with a lower cost should be 

applied first and innovation is the tool to reduce costs of expensive technologies before deployment.   

Figure 29: Relation between emission reduction measures, policy instruments and targets 

 

Source: PBL-report (nr. 1158) 

The effect on the electricity price of financing renewables through EU-ETS is simulated in Figure 30. 

To deploy for example wind technology at current Flemish support levels through ETS, remuneration 

from ETS would have to be equal to 80 €/MWh or a CO2-price of 200 €/tCO2 with a gas plant as 

marginal production unit. The impact on the electricity bill for both domestic as industrial consumers 

would be extremely high without any incremental environmental effect and the compensation 

budget needed for indirect carbon leakage protection for the ARA-region would mount up to 3 B€  
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instead of 0.13 B€ today. It is clear that manufacturing industries cannot endure CO2-prices driving 

immature technologies since the carbon leakage protection is highly reducing in time both for the 

indirect emission compensation as for the free allowance allocation (see text bow above: Current 

design of ETS does not provide a long term growth perspective).  

Figure 30 Future outlook on carbon price and estimated effect on the electricity commodity price when ETS is driving 
immature technologies 

 

Growing concern on security of supply 

The energy policy of providing subsidies in a market environment provokes market disruptive 

effects. The high intermittency of solar and wind generation capacity requires, in the absence of 

sufficient storage, the availability of back-up , typically provided by conventional plants. However, an 

increasing share of intermittent renewable generation (solar and wind) leads to lower operating 

hours and lower profitability of conventional power plants, pushing them out of the market. This 

leads already today to extra subsidy mechanisms (capacity payments) to prevent closures that 

endanger security of supply when wind is not blowing or sun is not shining. This subsidy spiral is 

illustrated in Figure 31.   
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Figure 31: A policy of binding RES-targets and deployment of intermittent RES-technologies is leading to a subsidy spiral 

 

After the subsidies for renewable energy, capacity payments are currently put in place by several 

countries (France, Belgium …). Mediating a security of supply problem induced by subsidies for 

intermittent renewable electricity with new subsidies is however leading towards an electricity 

market with mainly subsidized generation capacity. The energy mix for the generation of electricity 

is generally composed of the energy vectors renewables, nuclear, carbon and natural gas and 

investments in generation capacity were supposed to be steered by the liberalized energy market. 

However, permits for new carbon power plants are difficult due to the climate policy and both 

Belgium as Germany decided to phase out nuclear energy. The other energy vectors need support to 

be profitable.  

National capacity mechanisms vs Central Western European (CWE) market 

An example of the disruptive effect of the current energy policy and the incoherence between a 

CWE Market and national policies on security of supply is the recent case of a gas plant of Essent. 

The Clauscentrale, a gas plant of 1300 MW in Maasbracht, newly renovated for the amount of €1B 

and with a very high efficiency of 60%, will close due to the low profitability and overcapacity in the 

Netherlands. The power company Essent now applies a connection to the Belgian transmission grid 

in order to get access to the Belgian capacity payment tender.  

The question could be raised if this is the most elegant solution for a generation market no longer 

steered by prices. How compatible is this with the choice of a liberalized energy market for 

generation and can the current electricity market model be maintained? 

Role of interconnection in the integration of the CWE market 

Interconnections and their governance will play a crucial role in the security of supply of the CWE 

market area. Especially since the current overcapacity in the Netherlands of 5200 MW2 is expected 

                                                           
2
 Source: TenneT, 2013: 1.6 GW non-operational, 25.7 GW total operational, 2.7 GW intermittent, 5.5 GW 

import, 17.8 GW peak demand 
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to even increase towards 2020. Taking into account the evolution of export/import capacities, firm 

production surplus is calculated at 2000 MW in 2013 and estimated to be at least 6000 MW in 2020. 

For the full integration of CWE and to make it possible to optimally use the cross-border capacity in 

terms of security of supply, not only physical interconnection capacity is necessary, but also an 

optimal and efficient governance of the connections.  

The current plans to increase the interconnection capacity in the ARA-cluster on the Belgian-Dutch 

border will make it possible to connect new production units and to provide security of supply in the 

cluster. Already in 2016, a first phase in the enhancement of the Belgian-Dutch border can be 

completed with a fourth phase shifter (PST) located at Zandvliet and a second 380 kV connection 

between Doel and Zandvliet. This first phase will make around 1000 MW extra interconnection 

capacity available. The current status of this phase is already in an advanced stage: the phase shifter 

is ordered and the translation to a technical solution in a protocol with the grid operators Elia and 

TenneT is being finalized. The necessary permits will be submitted in 2014. The second phase is 

Brabo who will reinforce the Belgian-Dutch border in a more robust way. Brabo includes an 

additional 380 kV connection between Zandvliet en Mercator with an extra substation in Lillo. It is 

foreseen to submit the necessary permits in 2015 in order to start the construction in 2016 and 

finish in 2018.  

Figure 32 Project Brabo: reinforcement of the Belgian-Dutch interconnection with 1000 MW extra capacity 

 

Next to the necessary hardware for optimal interconnection between BE and NL, also the 

governance of the interconnections needs to be optimised.  

The available transmission capacity safely available for export and import across the Belgian-Dutch 

border is published daily for every hour of the next day and the day after. The expected securely 

available cross-border transmission capacity under normal circumstances on the Belgian-Dutch 

border has been estimated at 1501 MW, including a recent increase beginning 2013 of 100 MW in 

day capacity. Since January 2013 it is determined on a daily basis in cooperation with TenneT and 

Elia if 200 MW/per hour of additional transport capacity could be made safely available for the 

cross-border intraday market on the Belgian-Dutch border. This means that on some hours 
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eventually up to 1501 MW + 200 MW =1701 MW of transport capacity for the Belgian-Dutch border 

can be made available. On the border between the Netherlands and Germany a comparable process 

has been developed. Since January 2014 in intraday basis it is decided in close cooperation with the 

German TSOs Amprion and TenneT TSO GmbH if an extra transfer capacity of 100 MW could be 

made available to the market.  

In 2014, a study will be performed by Elia and TenneT in collaboration with the German TSOs 

Amprion and Transpower to reposition the global interconnection capacity taking into account the 

flux and dynamic effects. The follow up of this project will learn more about the optimal governance 

of interconnections on the Dutch-Belgian border and in CWE in general.  
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2.4 Implications for European chemical industry 

2.4.1 Market share 

The evolution of the above-described parameters has been impacting investment decisions in the 

chemical industry and will continue to do so. Over the past decade, Europe has witnessed slower 

GDP growth combined with a cost disadvantage compared to US and Middle East. Without concrete 

actions from ARA and European policy makers the competitive disadvantage will likely remain in 

terms of feedstock and electricity. In this section the implications of the different key parameters, 

historic and future outlook, on the investments decisions will be discussed by region.  

Between 2003 and 2013, the global growth in sales of chemical products was 11% p.a., clearly driven 

by Asia-Pacific (20% p.a.) and the Middle-East (14% p.a.). The growth of the developed regions was 

slower, with a growth of 6% p.a. for the US, 6% p.a. for Europe and 4% for Japan. During the last 

decade the share of Europe in the global chemical sales has, as a result, decreased from 30% in 2003 

to 21% in 2013. Building on its areas of strength, the share of the ARA-cluster within Europe has 

increased from 13% in 2003 to 14% in 2013. (Figure 33) 

Figure 33: Evolution of global chemical sales by region 

 

 

Despite the share gain of the ARA-cluster within Europe, the chemical sales in the ARA-cluster grew 

slower from 2004 to 2012 compared to the global chemical growth (Figure 34), driven by two 

factors.  

First of all, the market for chemical products is growing slower in Europe vs. the rest of the world, 

following lower GDP growth. As the output of the ARA-cluster is for ~75% sold within Europe, a 

slower growth could be expected to some extent. The second factor is the competitive disadvantage 

of the ARA-cluster compared to other regions. The ~25% of ARA production dedicated to export 
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sales are not limited to the end-markets and should be expected to grow at the global rate. The 

difference between the expected and the actual chemical sales, shown in red on Figure 34, is the 

loss due to competitive disadvantages which were discussed in the previous section. 

Figure 34: Chemical sales and GVA evolution in ARA-cluster 

 

 

The right side of Figure 34 is breaking down the growth in gross value add in the ARA cluster in its 

drivers. The lower gross value add is not only driven by lower local demand growth and competitive 

disadvantages, but also by a lower profitability. The gross value add grew slower than the chemical 

sales in the ARA-cluster, which indicates an eroding profitability for the chemical industry.  

2.4.2 Capital and R&D investments 

The growth of capital spending is mainly located in China (30%) and the US (11%), in contrast to 

Europe where capital spending remained flat (Figure 35). In 2006 the absolute level of capital 

spending was higher in Europe compared to the US. However, because of the developments of shale 

gas in the US as of 2009 and the resulting decoupling of the oil and gas prices, capital spending 

started to increase strongly and exceeded European capital spending in 2012. The ARA-cluster had a 

higher growth of capital spending (6% p.a.) compared to Europe (0% p.a.).  

Relative to revenue (Figure 35), the ARA-cluster is still witnessing lower investment intensity than 

Europe overall, but has managed to narrow the gap. While the US had a similar level of investment 

intensity as Europe in 2006, it is currently well above.  
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Figure 35: Historical capital spending by region 

 

 

The difference in capital spending between the US and Europe that started in 2011 is expected to 

continue and even accelerate. Based on announced capacity investments by chemical companies 

and future expected evolution of the different parameters, the US capital spending is expected to 

grow at 5% p.a. For Europe on the other hand, there is no expectation of growth in capital spending; 

instead, only investments are expected to be made to serve the local market.  

Figure 36: Forecasted capital spending evolution in EU and US 
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The historical evolution of R&D expenditures from 2006 to 2012 is shown in the two figures on left 

side of Figure 37. Similar to capital spending, the growth of R&D expenditures is mainly located in 

China (20% p.a.) and the US (5% p.a.), in comparison with the lower growth in Europe (1% p.a.). In 

local currency the R&D expenditures decreased for Japan, but due to the changing yen-euro 

exchange rate R&D expenditures increased in euros. In 2006 the difference in absolute R&D 

expenditures between US and Europe was ~€2B, but in the following 6 years the gap narrowed to 

~€1B in 2012. The impact on the longer term could be significant as R&D and a large scale chemical 

production platform are intrinsically coupled and fuel each other to create a long term growth 

strategy. The ARA-cluster witnessed a higher growth (4% p.a.) compared to Europe (1% p.a.), but this 

was mainly to close the gap in terms of R&D expenditures as a percentage of revenue (Figure 37).  

Figure 37: Historical R&D expenditures by region 

 

2.4.3 The outlook for the industry 

The outlook for the chemical industry in Europe and ARA is uncertain and will depend on the future 

evolution of input prices (feedstock and energy) and the effects across the value chain. At the level 

of individual products, the outcome will be different depending on how reliant the product is on 

feedstock and energy (i.e. which percentage these factors make in the total cost base, Figure 38) and 

how feedstock and energy prices will evolve.  
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Figure 38 Feedstock and energy cost elements in base chemicals     

 

The best case for Europe would be if input prices would converge between Europe and US, which 

could bring the majority of the chemical products at par in terms of cost competitiveness. Another 

possibility is that the input prices do converge but a gap remains, leaving Europe at a cost 

disadvantage vs. the US. In this scenario, some of the chemical products may become disadvantaged 

in terms of cost and lose the export volume (no export) or even be partly replaced on the European 

market. The worst case for Europe would be for the input costs to diverge further. This would entail 

a significant cost disadvantage for most products and could put the European production at risk. 

What the final outcome scenario is for the chemical industry in the ARA-cluster will depend on the 

outcome at the individual product level and the extent of the cascade through the value chain. The 

potential risk is different for each specific chemical product. (Figure 39) 

Figure 39: Potential risk by chemical product in the ARA-cluster 
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As mentioned before, the chemical industry is very integrated along the value chain, especially in the 

ARA-cluster. This integration has its benefits but also its risks. Depending on which products come 

under pressure and the level of the pressure, there is a risk that the chemical cluster starts to 

disintegrate as the closing of one plant has cascade effects along the value chain.  

Looking at the value chain of polymers and plastics for example (Figure 40), the highest chance of 

disintegration is expected to be at the level of the polymers (e.g. PVC, PE, PP…). A first reason for this 

is that the end-users are different from the polymer resin manufacturers. Secondly, the resins are 

easier and cheaper to transport compared to the other building blocks earlier in the value chain, 

because these are often liquid. The upstream part of the value chain is therefore not necessarily 

linked to the location of the end-users. Last but not least, given the integration along the value 

chain, the cost disadvantage at the level of the cracker (feedstock and energy) flows through the 

value chain and is felt at the level of the resin. Combined with the lower transportation costs, this 

could lead to the landed cost of these products produced in US or Middle East and shipped to 

Europe is lower than the cost of the locally manufactured resins. This is already the case for 

polyethylene today for example. 

There is also a risk of disintegration of the value chain at the end product level, which would put the 

whole value chain in the chemical cluster under pressure. The more downstream the chain would 

disintegrate the higher the cascade effect upstream, it is therefore of high importance to limit 

additional cost disadvantages to the maximum by applying an industry-minded policy to prevent a 

disintegration of the value chain. 

Figure 40: Potential breakpoints in integrated chemical cluster 
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There are some exit barriers which could slow down the cascade effect throughout the value chain. 

A new or recently refurbished or extended installation is less likely to be shut down, which illustrates 

the importance and need of a positive investment climate in Europe and especially ARA. Other exit 

barriers include severance package to be paid, expensive soil treatment to be executed, the sales 

value of the plant assets that is low and damage to the image and reputation of the firm.  

As long as the plant is cash positive it is likely that it will continue to be operational, but potentially 

at a lower utilization rate. 

An overview of the potential production value and employment at risk in the ARA-cluster is shown 

on Figure 41. The red bar shows the production value and the number of jobs the ARA region is likely 

to miss out on due to the competitive disadvantage compared to other regions. Given the expected 

outlook on the above-described market growth and cost parameters, the likelihood that this will 

happen in the future is estimated to be very high.  It would result in missing out ~€22B production 

value and ~7,000 jobs. These investments are likely to be made in other, more attractive regions like 

the US, China and the Middle-East.  

In addition, the black bar illustrates the risk of a certain part of the chemical industry in the ARA-

cluster relocating, because of the breaking of the value chain. Given the exit barriers and the 

existence of a local market, the likelihood is rather low but still possible. In this scenario ~45,000 jobs 

and around ~€90B production is at risk of disappearing. 

 

Figure 41: Potential chemical production value and employment loss 

 

 

The lost growth opportunity or potential breaking of the value chain will not only impact the 

chemical industry, but also other affiliated industries as shown on Figure 42. Upstream industries 

will be confronted with a lower growth together with the affiliated industries. If the chemical 

industry would have a lower growth, this will impact for example the transportation, construction, 
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service and financial industries. As 1 direct job in the chemical industry is quantified to lead to 1.63 

indirect jobs in these affiliated industries, an additional ~85,000 jobs are missed or at risk in the ARA-

cluster. 

Figure 42: Potential indirect effects on the economy 

 

The policy to aim at lower energy prices in the US has not only impacted the chemical industry. Due 

to high availability of cheap gas, feedstock and electricity, other industries have also been 

considering to increase their investments in the US, which is now experiencing an era of re-

industrialization(see Figure 43).  

Figure 43: The competitive disadvantage of Europe vs US is not only applicable for the chemical industry 
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3 Recommended actions 

The analysis of the current and future evolutions on energy and feedstock costs illustrates the 

challenges for the European chemical industry. Although the future outcome scenario is uncertain, 

there are direct actions that ARA policy makers can take at home and common positions they can 

defend in EU decision making. Also the chemical industry itself can act to anchore the sector in the 

ARA. The strong position of the ARA-cluster in Europe and the highly integrated value chain are 

assets that will play a crucial role in the anchoring. Creating a good investment climate and long 

term perspectives for the chemical industry in ARA will not only fuel industrial revival, it is also 

crucial in the improvement of energy efficiency and reduction of green house gas-reductions since 

new investement and thorough refurbishment are key enablers for efficiency improvement. 

3.1  Actions ARA policy makers can take 

The recommended actions for the ARA policy makers can be structured under 3 main topics. The 

first topic is to improve the cost position of the industry. Second is to increase the attractiveness of 

ARA-cluster as an investment area and actively foster innovation as third topic. On all topics 

cooperation and echange of information on energy and climate policy between the different level of 

Belgian an Dutch policy makers are in the view of ‘learning from eachother’ very valuable and will  

enhance opportunities to tackle competitiveness issues together.  

3.1.1 Improve cost position of the industry 

 Keep taking responsibility in an active industrial minded policy on cost pass-through of 

unilateral climate decisions in energy prices  

Industries such as the chemical sector are competing internationally and are therefore exposed 

to cost differences with other regions. An industrial minded policy should ensure that the cost 

disadvantage in Europe on electricity price is not further deviating. Both Flemish and Dutch 

authorities provide digressive tariffs or exemptions for the cost-pass through of the 

contributions and taxes for renewable energy and provide compensation for indirect emissions 

according to the European guidelines to mitigate the climate cost in electricity for industrial 

energy consumers. 

For an active industrial policy it is important to continue to analyse the evolution of the cost 

burden for industry due to renewable energy policy and energy policy in general incl. the cost for 

energy mix, security of supply, indirect emissions, energy efficiency… The total burden of 

contributions (i.e. sum of all regional and national taxes and levies) needs to be evaluated and 

benchmarked with neighbouring countries and competing regions in order to take mitigating 

actions if a competitive disadvantage is assessed.  

 Objectively review future energy mix, taking into account total system cost of different energy 

sources 

The system costs associated with energy generation are highly dependent on the energy mix. 

E.g. a high and increasing share of intermittent energy is expensive due to the need for backup 

capacity, the grid costs and the subsidies. Without adequate and competitive storage 

technologies, there is an over-dimensioning of the grid and the current national approach of 

security of supply leads to overcapacity in backup power. An evaluation should be performed 

objectively to identify opportunities in the ARA cluster for an equilibrated energy mix taking into 
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account all aspects of sustainability including security of supply and competitive cost for the end-

user.   

3.1.2 Increase attractiveness of ARA-cluster as an investment area 

 Go for a common strategy on markets and security of supply by optimising interconnectivity, 

demand side response and sharing responsibilities on security of supply 

Interconnections play an important role in the further integration of the CWE electricity market. 

It provides advantages on the security of supply and partly levels out the effects of cross-border 

over- and under-capacity in generation. Increasing the interconnections and optimizing the 

governance of the Dutch-Belgian border could improve the security of supply and the market 

functioning in the ARA creating a win-win for the cluster.  
 

The swift execution of the current plans to increase the interconnection with 1000 MW (Brabo) 

should therefore be supported maximally. Additionally, Flemish and Dutch authorities should 

stimulate cooperation between the transmission grid operators and regulators to investigate the 

possibilities to optimize the governance of the Dutch-Belgian interconnection. 
 

Currently, the potential for demand response is investigated in both Belgium and the 

Netherlands and pilot projects are being put in place. It is recommended exchange knowledge 

on solutions to tap the common potential.  

 

 Go for a common strategy on renewables e.g. by a common knowledge on appropriate 

support 

Share knowledge and experience of authorities and administrations on energy markets and 

support systems. Both Flanders and the Netherlands have experience on their respective 

support schemes and models (e.g. tendering, feed-in or certificates), which can help to develop a 

common future strategy for cost-efficient integration of renewable electricity in the market and 

development of renewable heat. Ultimately the ‘learning-from-each-other’ would help to find 

solutions to solve the subsidy spiral for renewable and conventional power plants and to restore 

the investment confidence in the electricity market by rethinking the electricity market of 

tomorrow.  

 

 Emphasize the strengths (e.g. high education level, infrastructure) and improve the 

weaknesses (e.g. high labour cost) of the cluster 

The ARA cluster has some very important strengths. By improving the logistic assets and the 

cooperation between companies in the ARA cluster, the strength of the value chain integration 

will be reinforced. The local government plays an important role by supporting strategically 

valuable projects. A good example here is the recent decision of the Flemish government to 

support the construction of a steam network in the Waaslandhaven. Several companies will 

participate in this project enhancing the cooperation and contributing to the reduction of GHG-

emissions.   

3.1.3 Actively foster innovation 

 Focus innovation on key sectors in the cluster (e.g. chemical and bio-chemical industry) and 

main challenges of the future (e.g. energy technology, storage, feedstock diversification…) 
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Innovation should be the top priority in industrial and climate policy. The chemical industry plays 

a key role in the transition towards a low carbon economy with its position in the production 

chains supplying the materials and innovative breakthroughs. Next to innovative products for 

climate abatement, new energy technologies are needed to make an energy transition to a low 

carbon economy possible without endangering economy and welfare.  

 

 Balance legal and regulatory requirements between risk control and allowing room for 

breakthrough innovations  

An open view on new technologies is crucial to make a breakthrough possible. An adequate risk 

management and a healthy precaution without inhibiting the possibilities to research are 

necessary. The ARA-authorities could contribute to such an environment by reducing 

unnecessary bureaucracy (red tape) and avoiding national add-ons to European regulations.  

 

3.2 Common positions ARA policy makers can take in EU decision making 

As many of the input costs are driven by European decisions, ARA policy makers should develop 

common positions in order to influence European policy. They should advocate an industrial growth 

target next to the carbon reduction ambition. This would create a positive investment climate, and 

investments are indispensable to make significant energy efficiency improvement steps possible.   

ARA-policy makers can defend their regional interest by developing a common European strategy on 

industry, energy and climate. The future of the European chemical industry can be influenced by 

working on three main levers. The first one is decreasing the existing price gap with the US and 

improving the competitive position of the European plants. The second lever is the development of a 

coherent European policy for the energy market. A third lever is an improvement of the climate 

policy to create a win-win for both climate and industry.  

3.2.1 Decrease the price gap with the US 

 Introduce an active industrial minded policy on cost pass-through of unilateral climate 

decisions in energy prices  

An industrial minded policy should ensure the cost disadvantage in Europe on energy prices is 

not further deviating due to unilateral European climate and energy policy. The European 

Commission has recently proposed a policy framework for climate and energy to make European 

Union’s economy and energy system more competitive, secure and sustainable. However the 

ambition levels proposed for GHG-reductions and renewable energy are much more binding 

than the ambition for industrial revival. This is also noticed in the action the European 

Commission has taken lately. The review of the Environmental and Energy Aid Guidelines (EEAG) 

adopted on the 9th of April 2014 aims to uniform the rules on exemptions on environmental 

taxes and levies for industrial consumers, but fails to put a clear link between the necessity for 

exemptions with a globalised view on economy and level of costs at Member State level by 

subsidising renewable electricity production. 
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 Diversify gas supply to Europe and improving security of supply by exploring the potential of 

shale gas, improving pipeline networks and increasing LNG import 

The diversification of the gas supply has recently gained renewed interest due to the political 

instability of Ukraine. It shows again that all possible supply routes should be exploited including 

the exploitation of European shale gas (France, Poland and the UK) and import of shale gas from 

the US.  Moreover, further improvement of pipeline networks from the Middle-East and Caspian 

Sea and the increase of LNG import will enhance the liquidity on the gas markets. 

 

 Implement 3rd package e.g. accelerate implementation of trans-European energy 

infrastructure 

The EU aims to fully integrate national energy markets by 2014, to give consumers and 

businesses more and better products and services, more competition, and more secure supplies. 

Work still to be done includes aligning national market and network operation rules for gas and 

electricity as well as making cross-border investment in energy infrastructure easier. For the 

latter European Commission has identified 12 priority corridors and areas covering electricity, 

gas, oil and carbon dioxide transport networks. It proposes a regime of "common interest" for 

projects contributing to implementing these priorities.  

3.2.2 Develop a coherent European policy 

 Make energy a European responsibility, including the future energy mix, the security of supply 

and energy prices 

The EU 20/20/20 climate package with a binding target on renewable energy has led to subsidy 

schemes of renewable electricity in several member states. Those member states are now 

looking at capacity mechanisms to mitigate the distortion effect on electricity markets and to 

ensure security of supply. With the renewable target, part of the energy mix is decided on a 

European level and with the future outlook to 2050, this part will only increase. However, the 

other aspects of energy policy remain national, leading to suboptimal solutions for security of 

supply and competitiveness.  

 

 Evaluate the cost impact of society of current and future climate and energy policies in 

comparison with other economically relevant regions 

Support from citizens and businesses are crucial in a long term climate and energy policy. Clear 

evaluation and communication of the cost impact associated with a unilateral EU climate policy 

are therefore very important. Also the macro-economic impact due to the globalized economy 

and international energy tendencies need to be parameters to steer future climate and energy 

strategy. In this respect not only the lower dependence on fossil fuels, but also the dependence 

on import of finished goods and biomass are important aspects on macro-economic level.  

 

 Reform the European electricity market model to regain investment confidence  

Capacity payments provide a very short term solution while the real problems of electricity 

market distortions are not addressed. A strong tendency for an increasing share of subsidized 

intermittent renewable generation, needing subsidised backup capacity to ensure security of 

supply, will lead to even bigger distortions on the power market. This shows that the proposed 

national capacity mechanisms are not the way to resolve a European problem and moreover, it 

will not suffice on the long term. A sustainable strategy for cross-border security of supply and 
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an open dialogue with the market players and policy makers on a new market design for 

generation is key. 

3.2.3 Create a win-win situation for climate and industry 

 Refocusing the climate change strategy from a high price and production oriented strategy to 

an innovation and consumption based strategy  

The current EU climate approach with its emission trading scheme for industry as corner stone is 

strongly directed towards higher costs for production as incentive to reduce GHG-emissions.   

Since manufacturing industry competes globally in the current economy with easy and cheap 

transport of finished goods, these higher costs cannot be passed on in products. This erodes 

investment climate resulting in relocation of investments. Hence, the products no longer 

produced in Europe will be imported which will not result in a decrease of CO2-emissions but in a 

shift of industry to less burdened regions, shifting along the related emissions linked to 

production and the added value and jobs of the industry producing the goods.  

A policy directed mainly on production subject to international competition is therefore no 

sound strategy when it comes to solving climate change in a globalised economy.  

 

It is therefore necessary to create a positive investment climate in Europe to keep production 

capacity in Europe and allow the industry to grow in a sustainable way. In addition, an approach 

directed towards consumption behaviour in buildings and transport is a powerful tool not only 

to increase energy awareness among citizens and therefore CO2 at the consumption side, but 

also to foster and accelerate innovation across the production chain. Development of new 

products is strongly driven by the demand side next to the production side. On the production 

side there are incentives from the high energy and feedstock cost to look for alternatives such as 

bio-based and recycled material. On the consumption side, coherent policy is necessary in order 

to steer consumption behaviour towards products leading to higher energy efficiency in 

buildings and appliances. Standards and labels are playing an important role to tap the full 

potential in new buildings or public offices, as well as for the renovation of existing housing. 

 

On the approach for renewables a refocus towards innovation would create benefits. Extensive 

deployment of renewables in Europe instead of investing in innovative low carbon technologies 

has shown to increase the burden on the electricity bill in Europe instead of providing reliable 

and competitive low carbon technologies.  

 

Key in the transition to a global low-carbon and competitive economy will be the investment in 

innovation, leading to cost competitive technologies that will drive improvements in energy 

efficiency and emissions reductions not only in Europe, but also in other regions and that 

positively contribute to EU’s economy with net added value and international competitive 

position. 

 

Targets should be more dynamic, aiming at added value and based on an economical and 

technological bottom-up analysis with a targeted focus on available potential. They should 

mirror changing economic circumstances and the level of international climate policies, ensuring 

a level playing field for international competing industries.  
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 Reforming the emission trading scheme taking into account the differences between power 

and manufacturing sector and turning it into an incentivising instrument allowing growth for 

sustainable production in Europe 

Adequate economic measures for carbon leakage protection to reduce the direct and indirect 

CO2-emission cost impact of the ETS that only puts a burden on European companies, are crucial 

for the international competitiveness of the manufacturing industries acting in global markets 

and need to provide a long term perspective for new investment in order to be effective.  

 

An allocation of free allowances based on the following principles would provide a framework 

that allows sustainable growth and gives a stable incentive signal to reduce emissions. Because 

only by attracting industry to Europe, policy makers will be sure that emission reduction 

potential is tapped. Moreover, by redesigning ETS for manufacturing industries, the climate 

policy would be less dependent on the involvement of other regions in the world and even give 

Europe the opportunity to really take a leading role in developing emission reduction 

technologies by creating a win-win between climate and industrial policy.  

 

Therefore, European manufacturing industries need a licence to operate in Europe by providing 

an carbon leakage protection in a ETS system not influenced by the decarbonization speed of the 

power sector. Carbon leakage protection should therefore be based on: 

• Actual production levels,  

• Realistic economic and technologic potential (realistic benchmarks as incentive to reduce 

emissions, taking into account technological improvement in Europe)as a basis for 

• compensation of indirect and direct emissions cost, 

• without additional reduction factors. 

 

Over-allocation of free allowances in times of crisis and under-allocation when new investments 

are made, must be avoided.  

A Dutch initiative: Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth (SER) 

In the Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth, several Dutch organisations (including central, 

regional and local government, employers’ associations and unions, nature conservation and 

environmental organisations, and other civil-society organisations and financial institutions) have 

discussed a base for a robust, future-proof energy and climate policy enjoying broad support including 

recommendations for an EU-ETS reform to meet the following requirements: 

 Effective volume incentives to attract investment in CO2 reduction and CO2-efficient growth; 

 Promote cost-efficient CO2 reduction; 

 Maintain the competitiveness of energy-intensive companies that operate internationally, based 

on the criteria for best-performing companies in the sector worldwide 

 Improve prospects for expanding the ETS system internationally 

 

3.3 Possible opportunities for the chemical industry 

Next to the European and ARA policy makers, the chemical industry in itself can play an important 

role by improving its cost position and further increasing the integration within the cluster and 
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across sectors. Finally, the industry can help developing low carbon opportunities by its product 

innovation. The measures as described below are recommendations for the chemical industry itself. 

However, there lies an important role for governments to identify opportunities in close dialogue 

with the industry to improve cooperation within the cluster and to enable the necessary 

infrastructure. 

3.3.1 Improve cost position of chemical companies 

 Continuously improve energy and resource efficiency by optimising the production processes, 

and tapping synergies  

It is a no regret measure to work continuously on the improvement of its production processes 

in terms of both energy and feedstock and to search for synergies within the company and with 

neighbouring installations.  

 

 Diversify resources e.g. alternative feedstock from recycled materials, bio-based, … 

The chemical industry is expected to take the lead in the transformation to a sustainable, bio-

based economy. Being largely dependent on fossil feedstock, an active approach to research for 

fossil fuel alternatives and creating value with alternative raw materials, including recycled 

materials, is therefore of strategic importance for the chemical industry.  

 

3.3.2 Increase integration within cluster and across sectors 

 Further increase collaboration between chemical companies in terms of raw materials, steam 

and residual heat exchange 

The highly integrated value chain is one of the main assets of the ARA region. Initiatives such as 

the recently built steam network in Rotterdam and the project to build a steam exchange 

network in the Waaslandhaven in Antwerp are examples of increasing the cooperation between 

companies and therefore enhancing the cluster integration.  

 

 Intensify collaboration across industries (e.g. horticulture) and with universities to capture 

synergies and to fuel innovations 

Cross-border collaboration for innovation is taking place between Flanders, the Netherlands and 

the German State of North Rhine-Westphalia. The Bio Innovation Growth mega Cluster (BIG-C) is 

an initiative of the chemical industry and aims at transforming the Antwerp-Rotterdam-Rhine-

Ruhr (ARRR) cluster, into the global leader of bio-based innovation growth. Therefore 

cooperation with universities and industries will enhance possible cross-border synergies and 

fuel innovations.   

3.3.3 Capture low carbon opportunities 

 Take along the low carbon European economy ambition in innovation in order to even 

increase chemicals’ contribution in products that allow reducing emissions and consumption 

of energy in households, transport…  

There is a clear trend towards a lower carbon European economy. The chemical industry plays a 

key role in this transition with its position in the production chains supplying the materials and 

innovative breakthroughs to reduce emissions in other sectors, transport and houses. To fuel 

European chemical growth, it is important to strongly focus on potential low carbon product 
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innovation (e.g. tires, insulation, new materials such as magneto-caloric substances for fridges, 

new materials for batteries for electric vehicles or energy storage …). The chemical industry has 

indicated in its roadmaps (VNCI, www.routekaartchemie.nl; CEFIC, European chemistry for 

growth) the possibilities and necessary (policy) conditions to optimally contribute to a low 

carbon economy. 

3.4 Way forward 

All previous actions contribute to improving the position of the chemical industry in the ARA-cluster, 

bringing the investment framework to a level that is closer to North America and Middle-East.  A 

strong collaboration between the Dutch and Flemish governments, if possible extended to 

Nordrhein-Westfalen to complete the Western-European chemical axe, will be key in designing 

future-oriented energy and climate policies at national and European scale that can empower one of 

the biggest chemical clusters in the world.  
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